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238: A CHINESE ENAMEL PAINTED WESTERNERS MOTIF SUNFF BOTTLE USD 300 - 500

The snuff bottle has a globular body with a ring foot and a gilt-bronze cover on the top. It is painted with western
motifs.Length:4.4cm, Width:3.1cm, Height:5.8cm,

239: A CHINESE INK WITH BOX USD 100 - 200

The ink is decorated with gold splashed phoenix as a mark. It is carved with flowering foliage patterns.1. Length:9.1cm, Width:2.3cm,
Height:1cm, 2. Length:8.2cm, Width:2.1cm, Height:0.9cm,

240: A EUROPEAN BRONZE ANGEL DECORATION USD 500 - 700

The ornament is made out of bronze with three angels around a flared spout. It maybe is the upper part of a wine
vessel.Weight:370g, Length:11.9 cm, Width:11.9 cm, Height:10.3 cm,

242: A CHINESE AGATE DECORATION AND STAND USD 500 - 700

The decoration is made out of agate in natural style with a wooden stand.Length:9.1cm, Width:5.6cm, Height:7cm,

243: A CHINESE BAMBOO CARVING OF FIGURE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jovial figure well-carved in the round with his open mouth framed by a dense beard, his hair tied in a topknot and covered by a
hat, the immortal characteristically depicted seated on rounded pierced rockwork holding a large peach branch bearing three ripe
peaches in his left hand, his other hand resting on his raised knee, his loose robes tied at the waist with a sash suspending a gourd
and lingzhi branch at the backLength:4.8 cm, Width:4.7 cm, Height:6.8 cm,

245: A CHINESE WOODEN STOOL USD 400 - 600

The top with rounded edge above a thumb-grooved waist and shaped aprons raised on legs of square section joined by base
stretchers and terminating in hoof feet. Length:10.2cm, Width:10.2cm, Height:10.2cm,

246: A CHINESE BAMBOO CARVING USD 200 - 300

The incense stand has a slender body which is carved with decorated bamboo leaves. Bamboo stands for being upright and
fair.Length:5.4cm, Width:4.8cm, Height:17.4cm,
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247: A CHINESE PURPLE SAND DEER AND PEACH TEAPOT USD 200 - 300

The teapot is made out of redware and decorated with a deer standing for wealth on the top of its cover. Peaches decorated on the
body and the handles symbolize longevity.Length:16.3cm, Width:12cm, Height:17cm,

248: A PAIR OF CHINESE SILVER VASES WITH BLUING ENAMEL USD 8,000 - 12,000

The vases are of cylindrical shape with flared rims and bottoms. Made out of silver, the vases have bluing enamel on the body, the
center decorated with taotie masks.Weight:2011g, 1. Length:12.2cm, Width:12.2cm, Height:30.5cm, 2. Length:12.2cm,
Width:12.2cm, Height:30.5cm,

249: A PAIR OF CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL MANDARIN DUCKS USD 100 - 200

The boxes are made in the shape of mandarin ducks with tails tilting on one side and the body painted with feather-shaped
patterns.Auspicious clouds patterns are painted on the cover. Weight:89g, 1.Length:6.5cm, Width:3.3cm, Height:4.3cm,
2.Length:6.5cm, Width:3.3cm, Height:4.3cm,

250: A CHINESE SPINACH-GREEN JADE TRIPOD CENSER USD 6,000 - 10,000

The compressed globular censer is carved with archiastic taotie motifs and handles on either side. It is all raised on a lobed foot, the
domed cover surmounted by a set of archiastic motifs.Length:17.1cm, Width:12.9cm, Height:16.5cm,

251: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TABLE SCREEN WITH EMBELLISHED GEMS USD 500 - 700

The table screen is of rectangle shape with archiastic stand which is carved on the feet two beasts. Gems in the shape of flowering
foliage are decorated on the jade screen.Length:18.1cm, Width:7.4 cm, Height:19.3cm,

252: A CHINESE PURPLE SAND BRUSH WAHSER USD 400 - 600

The brush washer is made in the shape of an old man in a boat which is an idiom in ancient China. Length:17.2cm, Width:12.7cm,
Height:12.9cm,

253: A CHINESE PORCELAIN DECORATION OF A MAN AND A WOMAN USD 700 - 1,000

The decortaion describes the story of a man and a woman.Length:11.7 cm, Width:8.3 cm, Height:8.2 cm,
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254: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CELADON-GLAZED BRUSH REST USD 500 - 700

The brush rest is of an archiastic style and is in celadon glaze.Length:8 cm, Width:3.2 cm, Height:1.5 cm,

254A: A YUEYAO CARVED  JARDINIERE USD 500 - 800

A yueyao carved jardiniere.H6.5 x 24.5 cm

254B: A CHINESE YUEYAO CELADON FIVE-SPOUT JARS USD 500 - 800

A Chinese yue-ware five-spout jars.H28x17cm

255: A CHINESE PORCELAIN LUJUN-TYPE BLUE-GLAZED VASE USD 500 - 700

With globular body, the vase has a tall, slender neck, the vase is in light blue glaze.Diam.10.1 cm, Height:20.4 cm,

256: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WUCAI MOUNTAINS AND TREES USD 700 - 1,000

The center of the decoration is of rectangle shape with painted mountains and trees. The part outside the center are decorated with
fruit-shaped dots.Length:5.6 cm, Width:3.9 cm, Height:2.5 cm,

257: A CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE FLOWER CUP USD 700 - 1,000

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted with flowers and
branches.Diam.7.6cm, Height:7.1cm,

258: A CHINESE CELADON-GLAZED POEM BRUSH POT USD 200 - 300

The brush pot is of diamond shape and has a vertical body which is painted with poems in blue color. The body is in a celadon
glaze.Length:6.7cm, Width:4.1cm, Height:7cm,

258A: A YUEYAO CUP WITH BASE USD 800 - 1,200

A yueyao cup with base.H11 x 13.5 cm
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258B: A LONGQUAN CELADON BOWL USD 500 - 800

A longquan celadon bowl. H6X14.5CM

259: A CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE ROOSTER CUP USD 500 - 700

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is raised on a tall foot. The exterior is painted with
roosters.Diam.6.8cm, Height:4.4cm,

260: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON BOX AND COVER USD 200 - 300

Of cushion form, the top of the cover decorated with multiple flying dragons amidst clouds surround one dragon in the center.The
motif repeats on the lower part.Diam.7.8cm, Height:6.2cm,

261: A CHINESE PORCELAIN GE-KILN DOUBLE-GOURD VASE USD 300 - 500

The vase is covered in a thick greyish-cream glaze suffused with a network of 'iron' crackle interspersed with light brown
crackles.Diam.11.6cm, Height:19.1cm,

262: A CHINESE PURPLE SAND TEAPOT USD 500 - 700

With short spout and loop handle, applied with stylised chinoiserie branches to eitherside.Length:16.4cm, Width:9.8cm, Height:14cm,

263: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED VASE USD 700 - 1,000

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, in a rich color of blue
glaze.Diam.14cm, Height:30cm,

264: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE FIGURE VASE USD 700 - 1,000

The globular body painted with a man fishing in a mountainous area below a cylindrical neck, the garlic neck mouth .Diam.12.2cm,
Height:26cm,

265: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CELADON-GALZED BATS AND PEACHES JAR USD 400 - 600

The jar is densely decorated with bats, peaches and chrysanthemums.The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders
supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.37.9cm, Height:40cm,
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266: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE FLOWER JAR USD 500 - 700

The jar is densely decorated with flowering foliage.The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck
and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.19.7cm, Height:22cm,

267: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE STORY VASE USD 700 - 1,000

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of men in a
mountainous area.Diam.9cm, Height:20.3cm,

268: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WUCAI CRANE TEAPOT USD 400 - 600

With short spout and loop handle, applied with stylised chinoiserie branches to eitherside.The body painted with cranes standing for
longevity.Length:19.6cm, Width:15.4cm, Height:22cm,

269: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WUCAI FIGURE VASE USD 600 - 800

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of men in a
mountainous area.Diam.8.6cm, Height:14.7cm,

270: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED INTERLOCK BRANCHES USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is of elongated, cylindrical form and is decorated with interlock branches.The rim carved with wan patterns.Diam.13.1cm,
Height:16.2cm,

270A: A PAIR OF CHINESE OCTAGONAL GE-TYPE DISHES USD 800 - 1,200

A pair of Chinese octagonal ge-type dishesH2.5 x 15.5 cm

271: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCKING USD 1,000 - 1,500

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with a continuous scene of interlocking
branches.Diam.12.5cm, Height:8.5cm,

272: A CHINESE PORCELAIN GE-TYPE CONCH USD 600 - 800

The conch is covered in a thick greyish-cream glaze suffused with a network of 'iron' crackle interspersed with light brown
crackles.Length:10.4cm, Width:7.3cn Height:6cm,
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273: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED BRUSH USD 700 - 1,000

The longer brush set with a white-glazed handle of white colour and penicili tied to one end.Length:34cm, Width:3.1cm,

273A: A YAOZHOU CARVED EWER USD 500 - 800

A yaozhou carved ewer. H17x13.5 cm

274: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED CRANE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The pair of jarnidiere are decorated with ruyi shaped feet on the bottom. Wan patterns are painted on the rim and the body is painted
with cranes standing for longevity.Length:21.5cm, Width:13.3cm, Height:5.9cm,

275: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED BOWLS USD 1,000 - 1,500

The bowls decorated with white glaze have ring feet.Diam.8.7cm, Height:4cm,

276: A CHINESE PORCELAIN RED-COLORED  DECORATION LOBED DISH USD 2,000 - 3,000

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides divided lobes on the interior by ribs of slip that rise to the everted rim surrounding a
central floral roundel. Diam.17.8cm, Height:2.7cm,

277: A CHINESE PORCELAIN DOUCAI INTERLOCKING BRANCHES BOWL USD 600 - 800

The bowl decorated with stylized lotus scrolls between double line borders at the rim and around the foot.Diam.8.5cm, Height:4.8cm,

278: A FAMILLE ROSE MILLEFLEURS VASE, QING PERIOD USD 1,800 - 2,300

Each baluster vase is finely enameled in a rich famille rose palette on the exterior with a dense design of a multitude of various
flowers, flanked by a pair of chi dragon handles on the neck of each vase. H 34 x 14 cm

278A: A YELLOW-GROUND FAMILLE ROSE VASE, REPUBLIC PERIOD USD 1,800 - 2,300

Masterfully potted with an ovoid body rising to a slightly flared rim, the neck flanked by a pair of gilt handles, the exterior of the vessel
decorated with blooms borne on meandering foliate scrolls further issuing delicately picked out blossoms, the detail all picked out in
delicately shaded tones of blue, pink, green and white against a vibrant yellow ground, the rim decorated with a pendent ruyi band
below the gilt rim, the interior and base enameled turquoise, the base centered with an cobalt-blue seal mark. H 30 x 18 cm
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279: A CHINESE PORCELAIN IRON-RED-GLAZED DRAGON BOWL USD 1,500 - 2,000

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with a continuous scene of dragons and clouds in a
landscape.Diam.15.5cm, Height:7cm,

280: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE INTERLOCKING USD 600 - 800

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with a continuous scene of bats and interlocking branches in a
landscape.Diam.11cm, Height:8.2cm,

281: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN YELLOW-GROUND INTERLOCKING USD 1,500 - 2,000

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut, the center painted with interlock branches and
the exterior the same.Diam.8.9cm, Height:2.2cm,

282: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED POEM BOWL USD 10,000 - 15,000

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with poems.Diam.17.7 cm, Height:8 cm,

283: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED DRAGON BOWL USD 700 - 1,000

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with dragons in white glaze.Diam.15.4cm, Height:6.8cm,

284: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCKING USD 6,000 - 10,000

The jar is densely decorated with dragons amidst lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a
waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.32.2cm, Height:34cm,

285: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE FLOWERING FIGURE USD 700 - 1,000

The compressed globular body rises to a tall cylindrical neck, all raised on a spreading ring foot and painted with flowering
foliage.Diam.10.9cm, Height:21.5cm,

286: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON AND PHOENIX USD 600 - 800

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides by ribs of slip that rise to the everted rim surrounding a central dragon and auspicious
clouds.Diam.19.9cm, Height:4.6cm,
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287: A CHINESE PORCELAIN GREEN-GLAZED FAMILLE ROSE VASE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The compressed globular body rises to a tall cylindrical neck and a flared rim, the vase is in green glaze and either side decorated
with dragon shaped handles.Diam.17.5cm, Height:36cm,

287A: A FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN BOWL OF FLOWER FORM USD 500 - 800

A famille rose porcelain bowl flower form, decorated wit phoenix and large flower blossom with tendrils, a six-character mark
imprinted on the base. Diameter 7" Height 2.25"

288: A CHINESE PORCELAIN IRON-RED-GLAZED BAMBOO CUP USD 600 - 800

The cup has deep upright sides flaring slightly at the rim, and is painted with bamboos and lingzhi on rocks.Diam.6.3cm,
Height:4.3cm,

289: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CONCH USD 300 - 500

The conch is vividly carved with details and is black and dark brown glaze. Length:11.3cm, Width:6.4cm, Height:4.9cm,

290: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN IMMORTAL STORY OLIVE-SHAPED USD 15,000 - 25,000

The vases are superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted immortal stories.Diam.20.1 cm, Height:44.1 cm,

291: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE BEAST JAR USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jar is densely decorated with qin lin beast. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base.Diam.10.9cm, Height:16.6cm,

292: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED GILT-INLAID VASE USD 600 - 800

With compressed body, painted with two five-clawed dragons, one descending from amidst clouds on the tall, slender neck to
contest a flaming pearl with the other dragon striding around the sides.Diam.8cm, Height:18.9cm,

293: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED LOBED CUPS USD 400 - 600

The cup of flattened form is finely potted with lobed sides, between a floral-lobed mouth and foot of conforming form, all in white
glaze.Diam.6.8cm, Height:4.5cm,
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294: A CHINESE PORCELAIN RED-GLAZED DISH USD 300 - 500

The body flares widely to the shallow upright sides, and is covered overall with a crackled glaze of red color.Diam.20.1cm,
Height:4.9cm,

295: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED STEM BOWLS USD 300 - 500

Painted in blue glaze, all supported on a tall slightly splayed foot, and with a slighty flared rim.Diam.8.6cm, Height:8.5cm,

295A: A PAIR OF LONGQUAN CELADON TEACUPS USD 800 - 1,200

A pair of Longquan celadon teacups.H3.5 x 8 cm

295B: A JIANYAO TEA BOWL WITH BASE USD 1,000 - 1,500

A Jianyao tea bowl with base.H9X15.5CM

296: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WUCAI DRAGON JAR USD 600 - 800

The jar is densely decorated with dragons amidst lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a
waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.15.2cm, Height:13cm,

297: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CELADON-GLAZED ARROW VASE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase has a globular body and tall long neck flanked by tubular handles, and is covered allover with celadon glaze.Length:8.7cm,
Width:7.4cm, Height:14.6cm,

297A: A YONGZHENG STYLE DOU QING GLAZED VASE USD 1,800 - 2,300

The vase has a tapering ovoid body supported on a slightly spreading foot and rising to a long neck towards an everted mouth rim,
decorated with a chi dragon encircled on the neck. The vase overall covered with a glaze of sea-green. H 39 x 13 cm

298: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCKING USD 600 - 800

The rounded sides rising from the tapered foot to the slightly incurved mouth rim, and painted with interlock branches
pattern.Diam.10.2cm, Height:6cm,
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299: A CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE BIRD AND FLOWER BOWL USD 1,500 - 2,000

The rounded sides rising from the tapered foot to the slightly incurved mouth rim, and painted with phoenix and flowers
pattern.Diam.19.1cm, Height:9.4cm,

300: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CARP AND LOTUS BOWL USD 700 - 1,000

The rounded sides rising from the tapered foot to the slightly incurved mouth rim, and painted with carp and lotus
pattern.Diam.13.7cm, Height:7.7cm,

301: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED DISH USD 1,000 - 1,500

The body flares widely to the shallow upright sides, and is covered overall with light blue glaze.Diam.14.7cm, Height:3.8cm,

303: A CHINESE WHITE JADE MELON ORNAMENT USD 1,300 - 1,800

The ornament is made out of white jade in the shape of melon. Length:6.2cm, Width:4.1cm, Height:2.1cm,

304: A CHINESE YELLOW JADE MELON AND MONKEY PENDANT USD 1,000 - 1,500

The pendant is carved vividly in the shape of a monkey holding a lotus.Length:4.9cm, Width:2.9cm, Height:1.9cm,

305: A CHINESE WHITE JADE BEAST AND PEACHES ORNAMENT USD 6,000 - 10,000

The ornament is in the shape of a fruit and is carved with peaches at the bottom. The top carved with a beast climbing.Length:7.5
cm, Width:7.1 cm, Height:20.7 cm,

306: A CHINESE WHITE JADE ARCHIASTIC WINE VESSEL USD 5,000 - 8,000

The vessel has a compressed body, a flared ring foot and a flared mouth. A dragon-shaped handle is carved on one side and the
other side decorated a loose ring. Taotie mask patterns are carved on the body. Length:12.6 cm, Width:6.5 cm, Height:13.8 cm,

307: A CHINESE WHITE JADE TABLE SCREEN AND WOODEN STAND USD 4,000 - 6,500

The table screen is of rectangle shape with archiastic stand which is carved on the handles with two elephants. A ruyi shaped hollow
is carved in the center of the stand.Showing a translucent pale tone, the screen is carved with deers under pines. Deers symbolizing
wealth and pines symbolizing longevity. Length:20cm, Width:15.2cm, Height:33.8cm,
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308: A CHINESE WHITE JADE ARCHIASTIC POT AND COVER USD 2,500 - 4,200

The censer is raised on a flared ring feet and carved around the compressed sides with a band of archiastic patterns, below a pair of
dragon-form handles suspending loose rings flanking the mouth rim. Length:16.9cm, Width:12.2cm, Height:14.5cm,

309: A CHINESE JADE LION CENSER USD 1,000 - 1,500

The censer is raised on a flared dish and carved around with a band of archiastic patterns, above are three lions resting on the
censer.Length:9.2 cm, Height:10cm,

310: A CHINESE WHITE JADE LOBED BOX AND COVER AND STAND USD 2,700 - 4,700

The box is in the shape of a peach with lobed sides. On the cover carved with peaches and leaves with some russet
on.Length:7.7cm, Width:6.8cm, Height:2.9cm,

311: A CHINESE WHITE JADE IMMORTAL FIGURE USD 300 - 500

The figure is made out of white jade in the shape of a Chinese legendary figure--lei zhen zi.Length:4.6cm, Width:1.6cm,
Height:5.2cm,

312: A CHINESE JADE CARVING OF LYCHEE PENDANT USD 1,000 - 1,500

The pendant in a rectanlge shape is carved vividly with lyvhee and leaves in the center.Length:8.5cm, Width:7cm, Height:1.2cm,

313: A CHINESE WHITE JADE HORSE AND MONKEY ORNAMENT USD 1,500 - 2,000

The ornament is made out of white jade in the shape of a horse carring a monkey on its back. The horse turns its head backwards.
The set meaning soon be promoted.Length:8.4cm, Width:3.2cm, Height:6cm,

314: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHILD AND BEAST ORNAMENT USD 3,200 - 5,200

The ornament is made out of white jade in the shape of a child and a beast.Length:9.8 cm, Width:6 cm, Height:6.3 cm,

315: A CHINESE WHITE JADE BEAST SEAL USD 2,500 - 4,200

The seal of square cross-section with the upper surface elaborately carved in openwork to depict a coiled, two-horned dragon,with
delicately incised long mane, supported on a square platform, the even stone with areas of opaque white inclusions.Length:8.8cm,
Width:8.8cm, Height:9.8cm,
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316: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CHI DRAGON PAPER WEIGHT USD 1,000 - 1,500

The paper weight is in a rectangle shape and carved with two dragons on either side. The dragons are named chi, and according tho
legend it prevents houses from fire disaster.Length:18.3cm, Width:1.9cm, Height:1.2 cm,

317: A CHINESE JADE SQUARE BOX AND COVER USD 1,000 - 1,500

The box is in a square shape and is made out of jade.Length:6.9 cm, Width:6.1 cm, Height:2.6 cm,

317A: A SILVER-INLAID JADEITE PLATE WITH WOOD BOX USD 3,500 - 4,500

The shallow jadeite plate inlaid with silver, split into eight pieces surrounding with a octagonal piece. With a rosewood box. H8x43cm

318: A SET OF CHINESE LIAO DYNASTY WHITE JADE CHILDREN USD 2,000 - 3,000

The set of ornaments are made out of white jade in the shapes of playing children. The motif stands for the good wish for more
decendants.1. Length:3.8cm, Width:3.1 cm, Height:6.7cm, 2. Length:3.6cm, Width:2.9 cm, Height:6.2cm, 3. Length:3.8cm,
Width:3.0cm, Height:5.5cm, 4. Length:3.1cm, Width:2.4cm, Height:5.4cm, 5. Length:3.1cm, Width:2.3cm, Height:6.6cm,

319: A CHINESE JADE BATS AND PEACHES WASH USD 5,000 - 8,000

The dish is of shallow form in a circular shape and carved with bats and peaches, which means well-being and longevity.Length:19.6
cm, Height:5.4cm,

320: A CHINESE JADE BEAST AND RAM INCENSE HOLDER USD 3,500 - 5,500

The incense holder is made out of jade in the shape of a beast catching a ram. The beast is carved with fierce and shape teeth, with
his forelegs catching the innorcent ram. All in a archiastic style, the ram holds an incense dish.Length:28.7cm, Width:8.1cm,
Height:10.7cm,

321: A CHINESE WHITE JADE DEER USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jade is carved as a recumbent deer with four legs under the body. The head turning backwards and some russet can be seen on
the body.Length:6.4cm, Width:4.1cm, Height:1.1cm,
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322: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE LION SEAL USD 1,000 - 1,500

The seal of square cross-section with the upper surface elaborately carved a lion ,with delicately incised long mane, supported on a
square platform.Weight:939g, Length:5.8cm, Width:5.7cm, Height:7.7cm,

323: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE ELEPHANT-SHAPED VASE USD 800 - 1,300

The elegantly potted vase is of high-shouldered form with a single raised rib at the base of the slender, slightly waisted neck. The
spout is in the shape of the nose of an elephant.Weight:471g, Length:10.9cm, Width:8.3cm, Height:18.6cm,

324: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE GEM EMBELLISHED DOUBLE-GOURD VASE USD 4,000 - 6,500

The vase is potted with two pronounced bulbs, each decorated with dense meandering floral scrolls, divided by a waisted neck
encircled by a band of classic scroll, embellished with gems.Weight:846g, Length:12cm, Width:12cm, Height:34cm,

325: A CHINESE STEEL DRAGON BOX AND COVER USD 10,000 - 15,000

The box is made out of steel with a cover and a body, both are decorated with floral patterns. The knob on the cover is in the shape
of a floral bud.Weight:2659g, Diam.8 cm, Height:8 cm,

326: A CHINESE BRONZE GOLD SPLASHED TRIPOD CENSER USD 500 - 700

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles and supported on three
short feet. Weight:1126g, Diam. 4.7cm, Height:9cm,

327: A CHINESE BRONZE TRIPOD CENSER USD 500 - 700

The censer is in a vertical style with three legs in the shape of elephants. Weight:1062g, Length:16.2 cm, Width:16.2 cm, Height:7.9
cm,

328: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE PEACH AND MONKEY BOX AND COVER USD 1,500 - 2,000

The box is of circular form and carved with monkeys and peaches pattern. The motif stands for longevity and wisdom.Weight:760g,
Length:12.3cm, Width:12.3cm, Height:8.4cm,

329: A CHINESE PAIR OF GILT-BRONZE RATS USD 3,200 - 5,200

The rats raised their heads to the sky with feet under the fat body. The long tail stretching on the ground.1.Weight:2796g,
Length:9.8cm, Width:43.7cm, Height:16.5 cm, 2.Weight:2961g, Length: 9.6cm, Width: 42.7cm, Height:16.5cm,
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330: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE RAM CENSER USD 1,600 - 2,400

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles in the shape of rams and
supported on a ring feet. Weight:237g, Length:11.4cm, Width:7.6cm, Height:5.1cm,

331: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE GOLD SPLASHED CENSER USD 500 - 700

The censer is heavily cast with a compressed globular body inscribed to one side, flanked by twin handles and supported on a ring
foot. Weight:721g, Length:5.8cm, Width:13.4cm, Height:6.2cm,

332: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE DRAGON ALMS BOWL USD 3,000 - 5,000

The alms bowl is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base and carved
with dragons amidst clouds.Weight:1445g, Length:15.9cm, Width:15.9cm, Height:12.6cm,

333: A SET OF CHINESE SILVER MANTRA BOOKS AND BOX USD 4,500 - 6,500

The mantra books are decorated with Sakyamuni statue on the cover and inscribed letters on the pages. The box is decorated with
Sakyamuni seated in the center. The figure is carved seated in dhyanasana and dressed in long flowing robes tied at the waist. The
face is carved with downcast eyes and a serene expression. Weight:1559g, 1.Length:19cm, Width:15cm, Height:8.7cm,
2.Length:12.1cm, Width:7.6cm,

334: A CHINESE SILVER GILDING GEM-EMBELLISHED BOX AND COVER USD 8,000 - 12,000

The box is in the shape of a coffin meaning being promoted and wealthy according to the pronounciation. The cover of the box is
carved with a dragon and around the body is turquoise- embellished gems. The coffin is on a double-lotus stand with lapis
decoration. Weight:2829g, Length:20.2cm, Width:13.8cm, Height:18.5cm,

335: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE USD 5,000 - 8,000

Seated on a double-lotus base holding lotus stalks, and two more lotus on the back,wearing voluminous robes falling in elegant folds
from his shoulders, his face with a benign expression surmounted by a tiara.Weight:3867g, Length: 21.4cm, Width: 14.3cm,
Height:26.1cm,

336: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE YELLOW JAMBHALA STATUE USD 4,000 - 6,500

Seated in lalitasana on an ornately incised cushion, his right hand held in vitarkamudra and his left holding a mongoose, dressed in a
billowing dhoti and adorned with beaded jewelry, the bearded face with wide eyes and bushy brows surmounted with a foliate tiara
and backed by a streaming ribbon.Weight:4070g, Length: 21.4cm, Width: 15cm, Height:25.1cm,
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337: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE VAJARDHAR STATUE USD 6,000 - 10,000

Vajradhara represent his primordial wisdom and mastery of skillful means, respectively. The important meditational deity is cast here
in a distinctly Tibetan style with an elongated torso, simple turquoise ornaments, and implements floating above his shoulders atop
open lotuses. Weight:6.3kg, Length: 25.2cm, Width: 17.7cm, Height:36.3cm,

338: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE GURU STATUE USD 6,000 - 10,000

The lama is cast seated in dhyanasana on a square base, wearing loose robes, the figure has a serene smiling expression, with the
eyes looking slightly downwards. Weight:21.4kg, Length: 31.8cm, Width: 23.9cm, Height:44.5cm,

339: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE USD 1,600 - 2,400

Wearing voluminous robes falling in elegant folds from his shoulders, his face with a benign expression surmounted by a tiara.
Weight:1630g, Length:13.1cm, Width:8.8cm, Height:22.9cm,

340: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE  VAJRAPANI STATUE USD 2,700 - 4,700

The three-headed figure with six radiating arms holding a wheel, vajra, jewel, lotus, hilt and bell, richly adorned and cold gilt This
esoteric form of Vajrapani holds various implements as symbols of the five Buddhist teachings emanating from the Tathagathas.
Weight:3692g, Length:18.2cm, Width:12.6cm, Height:24cm,

340A: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE FIGUREL OF GUANYIN USD 1,200 - 1,800

A Chinese gilt-bronze figure of buddha. Shown seated in lalitasana with a lotus on her left hand. H59x34.5cm

341: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE MANJUSHRI STATUE USD 4,500 - 6,500

The bodhisattva sits in dhyanasana on a double-lotus base, with his right hand raised holding a sword and his left held before his
chest, and was once clutching the stem of a lotus . He is dressed in a voluminous dhoti and adorned with ornamented jewelry as
described in the Vajrayana Buddhist scriptures.Weight:1278g, Length:15 cm, Width:7.9 cm, Height:17 cm,

342: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE PADMASAMBHAVA STATUE USD 3,200 - 5,200

Seated over a lotus base with beaded rims, holding a skullcup and vajra, wearing voluminous robes with copper-inlaid neckline, the
face with silver-inlaid eyes centered by an urna inlaid with a hardstone and flanked by large earrings, topped by a lotus hat with the
sun and crescent moon at front, his hair in thick locks falling onto his shouldersWeight:2725g, Length:19.3 cm, Width:13.5 cm,
Height:24 cm,
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343: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE USD 4,500 - 6,500

Wearing voluminous robes falling in elegant folds from his shoulders, his face with a benign expression surmounted a tiara. Seated
on a double lotusWeight:4972g, Length:14 cm, Width:9.6 cm, Height:43.5 cm,

344: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE MANJUSHRI STATUE USD 4,500 - 6,500

The bodhisattva sits in dhyanasana on a double-lotus base, with his right hand raised holding a sword and his left held before his
chest, and was once clutching the stem of a lotus . He is dressed in a voluminous dhoti and adorned with ornamented jewelry as
described in the Vajrayana Buddhist scriptures.Weight:5.8kg, Length:24.2 cm, Width:23.8 cm, Height:32.4 cm,

345: A CHINESE GITL-BRONZE SAKYAMUNI STATUE USD 5,000 - 8,000

The figure is carved seated in dhyanasana and dressed in long flowing robes tied at the waist. The face is carved with downcast
eyes and a serene expression. Weight:9.4kg, Length:25.8 cm, Width:18 cm, Height:38.2 cm,

348: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF PEOPLE ,HUANG ZHOU MARK USD 800 - 1,300

The painting describes three people riding a running horse.Length:117cm, Width:66cm,

349: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF CALLIGRAPHY, QI GONG MARK USD 600 - 800

The painting describes Chinese calligraphy.Length:107cm, Width:35cm,

350: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF YARD IN A LANDSCAPE , ZHAO USD 500 - 700

The painting describes a yard in a landscape.Length:46cm, Width:37.7cm,

351: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF LADIES IN A YARD, WANG USD 500 - 700

The painting describes ladies in a yard.Length:59.7cm, Width:34.5cm,

351A: FANG RENDING, LION USD 800 - 1,200

Ink and color on silk, hanging scroll. H106x39 cm
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351B: LIN SANZHI (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1898-1989), LANDSCAPE USD 800 - 1,200

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H136 x 33.5 cm

352: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF A MAN AND HIS SERVANT, LIU USD 500 - 700

The painting describs a man and his servant in a mountainous area.Length: 60.5cm, Width:31.5cm,

352A: GAI QI (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1773-1828), BEAUTY USD 1,000 - 1,500

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H86x33 cm

353: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF A WOMAN BY LANG SHI NIANG USD 500 - 700

The painting describs the portrait of a woman.Length: 42cm, Width:29cm,

353A: LIU HAISU (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1896-1994), LANDSCAPE USD 1,000 - 1,500

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H107.5X48 CM

354: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, WEN USD 500 - 700

The painting describs mountains and rivers.Length: 92cm, Width:39.7cm,

354A: ZHANG DAQIAN (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1899-1983), LANDSCAPE USD 1,200 - 1,800

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H88x44 cm

354B: ANONYMOUS,LOTUS USD 800 - 1,200

Ink on paper, hanging scroll. H64x29cm
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355: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF A LADY IN THE YARD ,TANG USD 600 - 800

The painting describes a lady in a yard.Length: 102cm, Width:39.6cm,

356: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF PEOPLE IN A YARD, QIAN GOU USD 500 - 700

The painting describes people in a yard.Length:73.5cm, Width:27.6cm,

357: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF A MAN READING BY DING YUN USD 500 - 700

The painting describes a man reading.Length: 35.6cm, Width:54.6cm,

358: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF A BUDDHA BY LIU SONG NIAN USD 500 - 700

The painting describes a Buddha with a book.Length:79.7cm, Width:41cm,

359: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF PEOPLE DRINKING, QIU YING USD 1,600 - 2,400

The painting describes people in a yard drinking.Length: 115.6cm, Width:23.6cm,

360: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length: 243cm, Width:28.5cm,

360A: ZHANG DAQIAN (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1899-1983), LOTUS USD 3,500 - 4,500

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H136x67 cm

361: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, QIAN USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:364cm, Width:34cm,
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361A: ANONYMOUS, MANDARIN DUCK USD 500 - 800

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H79 x 29cm

361B: FENG ZIKAI, LANDSCAPE USD 400 - 600

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H56 X 45 CM

361C: ATTRIBUTED TO QI BAISHI, CALLIGRAPHY COUPLET USD 1,800 - 2,300

Ink on paper, mounted. H138x39.5 cm (2)

363: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS USD 500 - 700

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:227 cm, Width:34.5 cm,

364: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND BAMBOOS , USD 500 - 700

The painting describes mountains and bamboos.Length:213 cm, Width:40 cm,

365: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, WU USD 500 - 700

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:334 cm, Width:29 cm,

367: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE BIRD AND FLOWER USD 15,000 - 25,000

The circular brushpot has three short bracket feet. The exterior is painted with the birds and flowers.Diam.21.3cm, Height:20.6cm,

368: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED CHRYSANTHEMUM BOWL USD 1,000 - 1,500

The bowl is of deep form with lobed sides divided by ribs of slip that rise to the everted rim.Diam.18cm, Height:9.7cm,
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368A: A CHINESE ANTIQUE GILT FLORAL BIRD BOWL USD 500 - 800

The peach-shaped bowl supported on a slightly spreading foot to flared rim, painted around the exterior in gilt enamels with floral and
bird pattern, with a six-character red seal mark on the base, hardwood base. 6 x 15 cm

369: A CHINESE PORCELAIN RED-GLAZED DISH USD 400 - 600

The body flares widely to the shallow upright sides, and is covered overall with a red glaze.Diam.17.4cm, Height:3.8cm,

370: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON BOWL USD 1,000 - 1,500

The bowl has deep sides that flare towards the rim and are decorated with a continuous scene of dragons in a
landscape.Diam.16.4cm, Height:7.1cm,

371: A CHINESE PORCELAIN STORY JAR USD 400 - 600

The jar is densely decorated with men playing chess. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck
and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.10.3cm, Height:12cm,

372: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED DRAGON JARDINIERE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jardiniere is in a square shape with four ruyi shaped feet. It is carved with dragons.Length:15.6cm, Width:10.5cm, Height:8.4cm,

373: A CHINESE PORCELAIN PEACHES AND WHITE CHILD USD 4,500 - 6,500

Decorated to the body with a wide band of scrolling lotus between bands of ruyi-heads, a further scrolling lotus band to the shoulder.
The body is painted with peaches.Diam.16.9cm, Height:28.5cm,

374: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WUCAI TAOTIE MASK CHIME BELL USD 700 - 1,000

The bell has a flares rim and is painted in green glaze of taotie mask and ruyi shaped ornaments. The background is of huiwen
pattern.Diam.16.1cm, Height:15.2cm,

375: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON AND PHOENIX USD 700 - 1,000

Of cushion form, the top of the cover decorated with multiple flying dragons amidst clouds surround one dragon in the center.The
motif repeats on the lower part.Diam.22cm, Height:14cm,
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376: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE BIRD AND FLOWER VASE USD 600 - 800

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of birds and
flowers.Diam.7.3cm, Height:21cm,

377: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CIZHOU-KILN INTERLOCKING BRANCHES USD 2,200 - 3,200

The vase has a globular body and tall long neck flanked by tubular handles, and is carved with interlock branches.Diam.10.1cm,
Height:19.9cm,

378: A CHINESE PORCELAIN IRON-RED DECORATION DRAGON MEIPING USD 2,500 - 4,200

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with dragons.Diam.19.7cm, Height:36cm,

379: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CIZHOU-KILN FLORAL MEIPING VASE USD 600 - 800

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with lotus at various stages of bloom.Diam.20.2cm, Height:45cm,

379A: A YAOZHOU LOTUS BOWL WITH BASE USD 1,000 - 1,500

A YAOZHOU LOTUS BOWL BASE.H15X16 CM

380: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE IRON-RED-GLAZED USD 700 - 1,000

The vase is robustly potted with a mallet-shaped body, with sides tapering slightly towards the foot from the canted shoulder.It is
painted with dragons and clouds.Diam.20.8cm, Height:48.6cm,

381: A CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE FIGURE MEIPING VASE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with a lady in the yard.Diam.12.7cm, Height:24cm,

381A: Famille Rose Porcelain Vase USD 1,200 - 1,800

Famille Rose Porcelain Vase of barrel form and Chinese traditional portrait painting "Bird and Bamboo " Mark on the bottom.
Diameter 4'' Height 10.25''
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381B: A CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN VASE USD 500 - 800

A Chinese Famille rose porcelain willow leaf vase. Fine porcelain works of art, depicting an old man sitting on the rock under the
willow tree. Diameter 3'' Height 8.25''

381C: A Pair of Famille Rose Porcelain Vase USD 500 - 800

A Pair of Famille Rose porcelain vases in cartouche form and trumpet neck with foliate and avian motif painting on the body and
expanded to the neck. Calligraphy and a red seal on one side. Diameter 4.5" Height 11"

382: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE FIGURE VASE USD 700 - 1,000

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base and flared foot,
exquisitely painted with warriors in the yard.Diam.10.9cm, Height:27.4cm,

383: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CELADON-GLAZED HEXAGONAL VASE USD 3,500 - 5,500

The hexagonal vase is stoutly potted with tall tapering sides and flared foot, all in a celadon glaze.Length:13.2cm, Width:9.3cm,
Height:30cm,

384: A CHINESE PORCELAIN RED-GLAZED YUHUCHUNPING USD 700 - 1,000

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
glazed with red color.Diam.19cm, Height:32cm,

385: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED GILT-INLAID USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jar is densely decorated with lotus flowers. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and
tapering down to a broad base.Diam.16.8cm, Height:24cm,

386: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITEL-GLAZED BIRD AND FLOWER VASE USD 2,500 - 4,200

The vase is stoutly potted with tall tapering sides, and carved with birds and flowers in white glaze.Diam.13.9cm, Height:19.6cm,

387: A CHINESE PORCELAIN DISCOLOR-GLAZED DOUBLE-EARED, ZUN USD 700 - 1,000

The vase has a globular body and tall long neck flanked by tubular handles, covered with an attractive even speckled purple and
lavender glaze.Length:19.4cm, Width:16.8cm, Height:29cm,
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388: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE DRAGON AND PHOENIX USD 3,500 - 5,500

The jar is densely decorated with dragons and phoenix. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted
neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.20.5cm, Height:23cm,

388A: A LARGE WUCAI PORCELAIN JAR WITH COVER, 19TH CENTURY USD 5,500 - 6,500

The jar with a splayed foot and a broad-shoulder, decorated with panels with flowers, birds, lotus pond, butterflies. The dome-shaped
cover is similarly decorated and topped by a lotus bud-shaped finial. H 80 x 38 cm

389: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED MEIPING USD 3,000 - 5,000

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, and is in blue
glaze.Diam.19.3cm, Height:36cm,

390: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WUCAI SCHOLAR AND DEER ROULEAU VASE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The vase is well potted with a high-shouldered body rising to a cylindrical neck flaring at the mouth rim which is bound. It is painted
with a scholar and a deer.Diam.19.5cm, Height:46cm,

391: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED VASE USD 2,200 - 3,200

With compressed body, painted with blue glaze on the tall, slender neck.Diam.23cm, Height:33.7cm,

392: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GALZED YUHUCHUNPING USD 300 - 500

With compressed body, painted with two five-clawed dragons, one descending from amidst clouds on the tall, slender neck, and in a
white glaze.Diam.12cm, Height:22.1cm,

393: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCKING USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of flowering
foliage.Diam.7.9cm, Height:21.9cm,

394: A CHINESE PORCELAIN COWPEA-RED-GLAZED VASE USD 300 - 500

The vase is superbly potted with a globular body rising to a cylindrical neck supported on a countersunk base, delicately painted in
red glaze.Diam.23cm, Height:38.5cm,
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396: A CHINESE PORCELAIN WHITE-GLAZED SEA WATER DISH USD 300 - 500

The body flares widely to the shallow upright sides, and is covered overall with white glaze.Length:18.2cm, Width:18.2cm,
Height:3.9cm,

397: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CELADON-GLAZED LOBED WASHER USD 500 - 700

The washer finely potted of deep rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the rim, all in a celadon
glaze.Diam.11cm, Height:2.4cm,

398: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CELADON-GALZED WASHER USD 300 - 500

The washer finely potted of deep rounded form,the body flares widely to the shallow upright sides, and is covered overall with
celadon glaze.Diam. 14.5cm, Height:5.6cm,

399: A CHINESE PORCELAIN TEA-DUST-GLAZED GILT-INLAID VASE USD 800 - 1,300

The right side is a globular vase with two handles on either side and leaf-shaped panels on the body and bottom. The left side is
carved with rocks and seawaves. It comes with a wooden box.Length:15.7cm, Width:10.3cm, Height:17.3cm,

400: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CORAL-RED-GLAZED CHRYSANTHEMUM DISH USD 600 - 800

The dish finely potted of shallow rounded form, rising gently from the short neatly cut footring to the lobed rim, the interior and
exterior all painted with red glaze.Diam.19cm, Height:4cm,

401: A CHINESE PORCELAIN CIZHOU-KILN FLORAL PILLOW USD 500 - 700

Of round shape, the slightly concave top decorated with a lotus and a carp, the sides variously decorated with sprays of flowering
foliage.Length:29cm, Width:21cm, Height:11.8cm,

402: A CHINESE PORCELAIN FAMILLE ROSE AVALOKITESHVARA STATUE USD 600 - 800

Wearing voluminous robes falling in elegant folds from his shoulders, his face with a benign expression. Seated with one leg resting
on the other. Length:19.5cm, Width:13.7cm, Height:22cm,

402A: JAUNE FAMILLE ROSE PORCELAIN VASE USD 1,200 - 1,800

A Jaune Famille Rose Porcelain Vase with colorful flower pattern, red Calligraphy seal under top edge. Diameter 9.75'' Height 19.5''
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403: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BROWN-GLAZED GOLD SLASHED CENSER USD 600 - 800

The censer is decorated with a ring foot and decorated with gold splashes on the body. It has two handles on the
shoulder.Length:13.3cm, Width:10.1cm, Height:5.9cm,

404: A CHINESE PORCELAIN COWPEA-RED-GLAZED WASHER USD 300 - 500

The washer has a globular body rising to the shoulder. With red glaze on the exterior, it has a ring foot.Diam.7.4cm, Height:5.5cm,

405: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE-GLAZED STEM BOWL USD 700 - 1,000

Painted around the exterior with snowy blue glaze, all supported on a tall slightly splayed foot. The rim is flared.Diam.14.6cm,
Height:13.3cm,

407: A CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE EIGHT TREASURE DISH USD 1,500 - 2,000

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides divided into lobes on the interior by eight treasures that rise to the everted rim
surrounding a central carp and crane pattern.Diam.37.7cm, Height:9.5cm,

408: A CHINESE PORCELAIN LONG QUAN LONGEVITY DISH USD 600 - 800

The dish is of shallow form with rounded sides and carved with longevity motifs on the exterior.Diam.43.4cm, Height:8.3cm,

409: A CHINESE PORCELAIN COWPEA-RED-GLAZED GILT-INLAID USD 1,200 - 1,600

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base. Inlaid with gilt
and decorated with interlock branches and leaf-shaped panels.Length:16.6cm, Width:7.8cm, Height:17.7cm,

410: A PAIR OF CHINESE PORCELAIN BLUE AND WHITE INTERLOCKING USD 700 - 1,000

The jar is densely decorated with interlocking branches and leaf-shaped panels. The vase is tapering cylindrical form with a waisted
neck.Diam.15.8cm, Height:25cm,

411: A CHINESE WOODEN CONCH-SHAPED BRUSH WASHER USD 300 - 500

Of shallow form,the washer is carved in the shape of a conch and is carved with a butterfly on one side.Length:20.4cm,
Width:10.2cm, Height:3.9cm,
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412: A CHINESE ZITAN WOOD CARVED PLUM BLOSSOM SEAL BOX AND USD 1,600 - 2,400

The seal box is made out of zitan wood and is carved with plum blossoms motif on the top. The bottom is decorated with the same
motif.Length:7.7 cm, Width:6 cm, Height:4 cm,

413: A CHINESE WOODEN MOUNTAINS AND PINES BRUSH POT USD 1,300 - 1,800

The brush pot is deeply carved to the exterior with a scene of a rocky landscape, below a large meandering pine tree. The reverse is
carved with two wutong trees emerging from the rocky crevices.Length:21.7cm, Width:18.1cm, Height:18cm,

413A: A BOMBOO CARVED BRUSH POT USD 500 - 800

L 13.5 x H 6 cm

414: A CHINESE CINNABAR MOUNTAIN AND PEOPLE JAR AND COVER USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jar is densely decorated with people gathering under the pines in a landscape. The cover is carved with interlocking branches.
The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Diam.18.1cm,
Height:24.1cm,

415: A CHINESE YELLOW STONE BEAST SEAL AND COVER USD 1,000 - 1,600

The big animal is carved with its head backward. Its face is carved with a lively expression and its ears are laid back against the
head. Its back carries her baby. All based on a square seal.Length:4.2cm, Width:4.2cm, Height:4.7cm,

416: A CHINESE ZITAN WOOD BRUSH REST USD 500 - 700

The brush rest is carved out of zitan wood and one foot is in the shape of a phoenix and the other carved into the shape of
ruyi.Length: 11cm, Width: 4.7cm, Height: 2.2cm,

417: A SET OF CHINESE IMPERIAL INK AND BOX INLAID WITH USD 2,700 - 4,700

The set is made out of wood with four drawers, each contains an imperial ink. The cover of the set is decorated with two dragons
amidst auspicious clouds with a pearl in the center. The four corners are decorated with four smaller phoenix. Same motif is carved
on other side of the box.1. Length:15.9cm, Height:2.7cm, 2. Length:33.5cm, Width:23.3cm, Height:36.6cm,
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418: A CHINESE ZITAN WOOD PINES TABLE SCREEN AND STAND USD 6,000 - 10,000

The table screen is of rectangle shape and carved with pine and grass on the front. The corners are carved with flowering foliage
pattern. The stand has two legs to support the screen and carved with ruyi motifs on the bottom.Length:41 cm, Width:17.9 cm,
Height:44 cm,

418A: A PAIR OF CHINESE HAINAN HUANGHUALI CHAIRS USD 30,000 - 40,000

Each Chinese Hainan huanghuali chair set on a rectangular seat supporting a slightly a stepped reticulated splat, extending to
stepped arms, the aprons at the front and sides are open in a matching motif, and the legs joined above the feet with four stretchers.
Length 22" Width 18.5" Height 43"

418B: A PAIR OF 'LONGEVITY' ARM CHAIRS USD 3,500 - 4,500

A PAIR OF 'LONGEVITY' ARM CHAIRS Height 98cm Width 64cm Length 60cm

418C: A PAIR OF BLUE AND WHITE PORCELAIN HARDWOOD STOOLS USD 5,500 - 6,500

Each has an inclusions of a blue and white porcelain roundel top set in a circular frame above ruyi-shaped aprons and four
inward-curved legs framing conjoined scrollwork. 52 x 36 cm.

419: A CHINESE WHITE JADE RECUMBENT HORSE USD 1,000 - 1,500

The jade is carved as a recumbent horse with flames trailing from its front haunches and scrolls decorating its front and rear
haunches.Length:5.8cm, Width:2.5cm, Height:4.2cm,

420: A CHINESE BLACK AND WHITE JADE CARVING OF A RECUMBENT USD 1,600 - 2,400

The carving is made out of black and white jade and is vividly carved in to the shape of a bull with the black part of the jade. The
white part is carved into the shape of a child.Length:10.8cm, Width:6.9cm, Height:5cm,

421: A CHINESE JADE LINGZHI FUNGUS WASHER USD 1,300 - 1,800

The washer is made out of jade in a deep form and carved in the exterior part with lingzhi fungus. Ling zhi fungus in Chinese means
smartness.Length:9.5 cm, Width:6.7 cm, Height:4.9 cm,
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422: A CHINESE JADE CARVING OF A RECUMBENT BEAST USD 1,600 - 2,400

Its face is carved with a lively expression and its ears are laid back against the head. One pearl is in its mouth.Length:6.4cm,
Width:4.2cm, Height:5.4cm,

423: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CARVING OF A VASE AND COVER USD 4,500 - 6,500

The jade vase and cover each lobe of flattened ovoid form, surmounted by a tapering cover, with two phoenix shaped handles on
either side, and supported on a short foot, each side carved with a chi dragon.Length:8.1cm, Width:5.7cm, Height:19cm,

424: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CARVING OF BRUSH POT USD 2,500 - 4,200

Of cylindrical form, carved and pierced with people and pavillions on tiered tree-lined mountainous landscapes between bands of
key-fret motifs.Length:7.7cm, Width:7.7cm, Height:30.5cm,

425: A PAIR OF CHINESE JADE PENDANTS USD 1,600 - 2,400

The pendants are carved in the shape of fans and are carved with dragon-shaped motifs on one side.1.Length:16.4cm, Width:4.8cm,
Height:0.4cm, 2.Length:16.4cm, Width:4.8cm, Height:0.4cm,

426: A CHINESE WHITE JADE  SQUARE POEM BOX AND COVER AND USD 6,000 - 10,000

The box is made in a square shape with tapered shoulders and a top with a quare knob. The shoulder is carved with hui wen
patterns. The stand of square shape is carved with ruyi motifs.Length:15.5cm, Height:13.7cm,

427: A CHINESE WHITE JADE CARVING OF A PHOENIX INCENSE USD 6,000 - 10,000

The standing mythical bird shown looking straight ahead, the wings with upswept tips, its long tail feathers curling under its body, on
its back rests an archaistic hu-form vase , the stone of pale greenish-white colorLength:16.1cm, Width:5.9cm, Height:16.7cm,

428: A CHINESE GREEN JADE CENSER WITH COVER USD 1,600 - 2,400

The globular censer is supported on a short pedestal foot, with a pair of handles to the sides. The cover is carved with poenies
patterns .The stone is of spinch green.Length:19.5cm, Width:11cm, Height:15.3cm,

429: A CHINESE JADE CARVING OF A BOX AND COVER USD 400 - 600

The box is carved out of jade and is in a rectangle shape.Length:7.7cm, Width:7.4 cm, Height:6cm,
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430: A CHINESE STONE CARVING OF A BUDDHA USD 200 - 300

The Buddha is made out of stone with long robes and big earlobes to the shoulder. He has a serious look with two hands resting on
one lap.Length:8.6cm, Width:5.8 cm, Height:13.1cm,

430A: A PORCELAIN DEER HEAD, QING DYNASTY USD 100 - 200

The carved porcelain deer head covered all over with yellow glaze. Height 35cm Width 17cm

431: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE VAJARDHAR STATUE USD 800 - 1,300

Vajradhara to represent his primordial wisdom and mastery of skillful means, respectively. The important meditational deity is cast
with curled-up tuft that sits just at the base of its neck. Cold gold covers the buddhaâ€™s face.Weight:251g, Length:6.4cm,
Width:4.5cm, Height:8.8cm,

432: A CHINESE BRONZE  SAKYAMUNI STAUTE USD 1,600 - 2,400

The figure is carved seated in dhyanasana and dressed in long flowing robes tied at the waist. The face is carved with downcast
eyes and a serene expression. Weight:572g, Length:10.3cm, Width:7.6cm, Height:16.3cm,

433: A CHINESE BRONZE  SAKYAMUNI STAUTE USD 1,600 - 2,400

The figure is carved seated in dhyanasana and dressed in long flowing robes tied at the waist. The face is carved with downcast
eyes and a serene expression with blue pigment on the hair.Weight:848g, Length:14.8cm, Width:8.4cm, Height:17.8cm,

434: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE BODHIDHARMA STATUE USD 3,200 - 5,200

The figure, depicting Damo, is modelled wearing a full-length robe, with both hands on the lap, his face features an intense
expression with prominent eyes, bushy brows and a tufted beard. Weight:6.4kg, Length:22.4cm, Width:15.5cm, Height:28.6cm,

435: A CHINESE GILT-BRONZE PADMAPANI STATUE USD 3,500 - 5,500

Very finely cast standing in tribhanga holding a lotus stalk in the gesture of compassion, wearing a long flowing dhoti secured with a
billowing sash, a beaded 'magic thread' and foliate tiara, the face slightly tilted in a benign expression, with a smooth deep brown
patina overall and traces of gilding on the reverse.Weight:15kg, Length:28.3cm, Width:15.2cm, Height:70cm,
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436: A CHINESE BRONZE GREEN TARA STATUE USD 5,000 - 8,000

Seated in lalitasana on a double-lotus base with the pendent foot resting on a smaller lotus, the right hand extended in varadamudra
and the left held in vitarkamudra, clad in a knee-length dhoti and adorned with various jewelry, the face with serene expression
surmounted by a foliate tiara, the hair arranged in a tall chignon.Weight:6.55kg, Length:23.5 cm, Width:16.3 cm, Height:32.2 cm,

437: A CHINESE BRONZE GUHYASAMAJA STATUE USD 13,000 - 18,000

Very finely cast with Guhyasamaja seated on a lotus base, the remaining hands holding various attributes radiating around him, both
wearing long dhotis with finely incised floral scrolls. Weight:20kg, Length:52.8 cm, Width:26.4 cm, Height:52.4 cm,

438: A CHINESE BRONZE YELLOW JAMBHALA STATUE USD 2,000 - 3,000

Seated in lalitasana on an ornately incised cushion, his right hand held in vitarkamudra and his left holding a mongoose, dressed in a
billowing dhoti and adorned with beaded jewelry, the bearded face with wide eyes and bushy brows surmounted with a foliate tiara
and backed by a streaming ribbon.Weight:1223g, Length:15.5cm, Width:11.1cm, Height:18.9cm,

439: A CHINESE STONE MAHAKALA STATUE USD 3,000 - 5,000

Striding in alidhasana and holding various implements, the hair rising in flames with a serpent entwined, secured by a skull tiara and
topped with a knop.Weight:716g, Length:8.5 cm, Width:4.4 cm, Height:12.9 cm,

440: A CHINESE BRONZE BUDDISM SHRINE USD 500 - 700

The shrine is made out of bronze. The lower part is a double-lotus and the upper part is a BUDDHA's background inscribed with
tibetan words.Weight:5kg, Length:70.5 cm, Width:53 cm, Height:12 cm,

441: A SET OF CHINESE GILT-BRONZE DOUBLE-GOURD AND STAND USD 2,700 - 4,700

The double-gourd is made with a bubble in the lower part and is carved with floral patterns. The upper part is carved with lotus
pedals. The stand is decorated with smaller floral pattern and in the shape of pedal.Weight:292g, Length:10.9cm, Width:10.9cm,
Height:13.6cm,

442: A CHINESE SIVLER JAR AND COVER USD 4,000 - 6,500

The jar is densely decorated with phoenix and floral design. The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a
waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base.Weight:1261g, Length:17.1cm, Width:17.1 cm, Height:23cm,
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443: A CHINESE SILVER DRAGON EWER AND COVER USD 2,200 - 3,200

The wine vessel has a globular body and decorated with phoenix on the body. The cover is decorated with the same pattern and the
foot is flared. The handle linked the cover with a chain.Weight:638.3g, Length:11.4cm, Width:10.1cm, Height:22.3cm,

444: A CHINESE CLOISONEE ENAMEL INTERLOCK BRANCH STEM BOWL USD 1,600 - 2,400

Painted around the exterior with floral patterns ,the interior with eight treasure motif and interlocking branches on the foot, all
supported on a tall slightly splayed foot.Weight:717g, Length:20.1cm, Width:20.1cm, Height:11.5cm,

445: A CHINESE CLOISONEE ENAMEL INTERLOCKING BRANCH VASE USD 700 - 1,000

The vase is of elongated, tapering cylindrical form with a waisted neck and is decorated with a continuous scene of interlock
branches and wan patterns beneath a band of pendent leaves encircling the neck.Weight:1016g, Diam.13.1cm, Height:26.5cm,

446: A CHINESE CLOISONEE ENAMEL VASE WITH DRAGON HANDLES USD 3,500 - 5,500

The vase is superbly potted with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a broad base, exquisitely
painted with a continous scene of children playing in a yard. On either side of the vase is a gilt-bronze dragon-shaped
handle.Weight:5.7kg, Length:25.2cm, Width:25.2cm, Height:45cm,

447: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TRIPOD TAOTIE MASK VESSEL, USD 1,500 - 2,000

The vessel is cast standing on three cylindrical, slightly tapering legsï¼Œeverted rim and two upright lug handles. The body is
flat-cast decorated with three large round-horned taotie masks against a leiwen ground, their circular eyes in high relief. The metal
has a deep green patina with malachite and azurite encrustations.Weight:1928g, Length:16.1cm, Width:16.1cm, Height:23.2cm,

448: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL, USD 1,500 - 2,000

The bulging pear-shaped body cast with a broad band of taotie mask on the spreading foot and shoulder, all reserved on a leiwen
ground and divided by flanges, the cover decorated en suite below a finial, the swing handle cast with diaper pattern terminating at
either end in a horned mask, with olive-brown patina.Weight:5.85kg, Length:26.1cm, Width:18.2cm, Height:37cm,

449: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE TAOTIE MASK WINE VESSEL,GU USD 1,500 - 2,000

The body and tall flared foot flat-cast with large taotie masks divided and separated by hooked flanges, the taotie positioned below
cast in high relief on the shoulder between pairs of kui dragons, all below a dragon band and upright scroll-filled blades on the
trumpet-shaped neck, with a single character cast in the base of the interior, with mottled milky-green patina and malachite and
azurite encrustation.Weight:402g, Diam.9.8cm, Height:14.9cm,
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450: A CHINESE ARCHIASTIC BRONZE STEAMING VESSEL, GUI USD 1,500 - 2,000

The deep, slightly compressed rounded sides with an everted rim and supported on a slightly flared foot, the handles with tiger head
terminals issuing rings, the grey patina with green encrustation.Weight:2258g, Length:21.8cm, Width:15.7cm, Height:11.4cm,

452: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL DRAGON AND INSCRIPTIONS USD 3,000 - 5,000

The pendant is of a round shape painted with dragon-shaped patterns on the side and four Chinese characters"chang yi zi
sun"meaning all the blessing for the decendants. The upper part are two dragon-shaped decorations.Weight:3563g, Length:38.1cm,
Width:18.9cm, Height:1.3cm,

453: A PAIR OF CHINESE ENAMEL PAINTED VASES,GU USD 300 - 500

The body and tall flared foot flat-cast with poenies divided and separated by smallers floral patterns. On either side is a
dragon-shaped handle.1. Weight:7.35kg Length:40.5cm, Width:27.4cm, Height:57.4cm, 2. Weight:7.35kg Length:40.5cm,
Width:27.4cm, Height:57.4cm,

454: A CHINESE CLOISONNE ENAMEL TAOTIE MASK JAR USD 300 - 500

The jar is densely decorated with taotie mask on the body flanged by archiastic gilt-bronze decorations. The vase is superbly potted
with rounded shoulders supporting a waisted neck and tapering down to a flared foot. The rim is carved with hui wen patterns and
four dragon heads decorations are equally embellished on the body.Weight:10kg, Length:44cm, Width:44cm, Height:38.2cm,

455: A SET OF CHINESE SILK KESI USD 15,000 - 23,000

The set include four pieces describing various kinds of birds from roosters to phoenix. Length:72.5cm, Width:206cm,

460: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF FISH, QI BAI SHI MARK USD 700 - 1,000

The painting describes fish in the sea.Length:95.3 cm, Width:32.3 cm,

461: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF A MAN CHASING A HORSE, PU USD 400 - 600

The painting describes a man chasing a horse and inscriptions.Length:68.2 cm, Width:68 cm,
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462: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS , PU USD 400 - 600

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:125.5 cm, Width:56.5 cm,

463: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, WANG USD 500 - 700

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:117 cm, Width:49.2 cm,

464: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF CALLIGRAPHY, WU HU FAN USD 500 - 700

The painting of Chinese calligraphy is a pair of antithetical couplet.1. Length:66.8 cm, Width:12.1 cm, 2. Length:66.8 cm, Width:12.1
cm,

465: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF FLOWERS AND BIRDS, SONG USD 500 - 700

The painting describes flowers and birds.Length:266 cm, Width:22 cm,

466: A CHINESE FOUR-PIECES SCROLL PAINTING OF FLOWERS IN USD 1,300 - 1,800

The painting describes flowers in four seasons.1. Length:129 cm, Width:32.6 cm, 2. Length:129 cm, Width:32.6 cm, 3. Length:129
cm, Width:32.6 cm, 4.Length:129 cm, Width:32.6 cm,

467: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF DOGS, ZHAO MENG FU MARK USD 500 - 700

The painting describes dogs and calligraphy.Length:212 cm, Width:35 cm,

468: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, QIU USD 1,600 - 2,400

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:177 cm, Width:25 cm,

469: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS USD 700 - 1,000

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:156 cm, Width:63 cm,
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470: A CHINESE SCROLL PAINTING OF MOUNTAINS AND RIVERS, DONG USD 500 - 700

The painting describes mountains and rivers.Length:171 cm, Width:22 cm,

471: YANG WENXUAN, BAMBOO AND PLUM BLOSSOM USD 200 - 400

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H89X48 CM

472: WU SHIXIAN, LANDSCAPE USD 400 - 600

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H34.5 x 33.5 cm

473: ANONYMOUS, BEAUTY USD 200 - 400

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H68 x 47 cm

474: ANONYMOUS, FIGURE USD 400 - 600

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H39 X 32.5 CM

475: ATTIBUTED TO ZHAO PUCHU, CALLIGRAPHY USD 200 - 400

Ink on paper, hanging scroll. H67 X 31 CM

476: TIAN SHIGUANG (ATTRIBUTED TO 1916-1999), PHOENIX USD 800 - 1,200

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H88X29 CM

477: ATTRIBUTED TO QI BAISHI, CRANE AND PINE USD 800 - 1,200

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H115.5 X 41 CM
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478: ATTRIBUTED TO HUANG HUANWU, BRID USD 1,800 - 2,300

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H112 X32.5 CM

479: ATTRIBUTED TO CHENG SHIFA, DEER AND GIRL USD 800 - 1,200

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H68 X 43 CM

480: WEI ZIXI (ATTRIBUTED TO, 1915-2002), KIDS USD 400 - 600

Ink and color on paper, hanging scroll. H75 X 45 CM
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